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Dear Harold and Lit: 

I am going to write a country song, "Frederick is OK for this 
Hillbilly, but D.C. is too big for a Hick like Me!" 
Missed several exits at National, and missed my flight by 3 
Minutes. Got the next one with noextra charge, so no problem. 
By noon, I wasj at the KY state fair with Betsy and her dad. 
LoOkng—at cows, which is my speed. 
I hope you like this stationary. I think it is important to 
have snappy stationary. I admire you trying to save paper, 
but when you write to the big shots, it looks better. 

I really enjoyed meeting Wrone, McKnight and the boys, Dennis 
and Gerry. We are going to exchange some documents. I gave 
McKnight a bottle of Maker's Mark Bourbon, which I think he 
appreciated. He thought JFK had no real friends on the Warren 
Com., but I explained that Sen. Cooper was a very good friend. 
Gave autographed book to Bailey Guard, WWI, and told him to write 
you if he felt like it. Cooper's aide. 

Betsy said to say "HI". I let her listen to the ceremony, whichl 
taped. Bad copy, but she got the idea. I 1,..Lally_appreciate 
your all's hospitality. I was appalled at 	 Wrone 
and Ginnochio said about how their colleagues treated them like 
weirdoes. College is not always as openminded as we think. 

Our speech went well. A tape did not arrive, so we had a 30 minute 
hole in the program. Betsy let me talk about JAMA and the JFK 
autopsy, lost and destroyed records. They found it interesting. 
Check enclosed for books, close to correct! I enclose Posner 
article. ABC 20/20 Fri. Aug 27 had Posner and Nosenko, fairly 
balanced. Computer recon that "proves" Sir 4e Bullet shows entry 
in back of neck. Hard to believe these are sometimes admissible 
in court. 


